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, CPU: Pentium $M1.6GHz$ , RAM:
lGB, 400, $300pixel$ .
AutoGL[14]
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0,447 ( )
16
1: , (CPU )
$*$ $|_{\llcorner}’$ )$|-$ ( 3(a) )
5 31 000 31 30
10 1,023 $003$ $-$ 1,023 1,022
15 32,767 027 32,767 32,766
16 65,535 $053$ $-$ 65,\’o35 65,534
17 131,071 106 131,071 131,070
18 262,143 214 -262,143 262,142
19 524,287 416 524,287 524,286
20 1,$04S,575$ 8.83 $-$ 1, $04S,575$ 1,$04S,574$
21 2,097,151 1647 2,097,151 2,097,150




5 31 000 000 31 30
10 1,023 002 000 767 254
15 32,767 0.03 0.00 2047 2\’o4
16 65,535 0.03 0.00 2303 254
17 131,071 004 001 2559 254
18 262,143 0.04 0.05 2815 254
19 \’o24,287 004 011 3071 254
20 1,$04S,575$ 0.05 0.27 3327 254
21 2,097,151 0,05 0.56 3583 254
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